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The youth event design seeks to promote civic literacy by inviting Vancouver youth

to create policy responses to prevent and counter potential inequalities stemming

from the 5 plausible City Futures outlined in the Vancouver Plan strategy.

Specifically, the event functions as a platform to empower Vancouver youth to

transcends age-based inequality around political participation. The accessible,

immersive design also equips participants to overcome compounding barriers to

civic engagement, according to universal design and the social model of disability.

The activity design repurposes elements of the deliberative process, such as speaking

at City Hall sessions, in order to facilitate civic literacy for the participants. To

achieve the goal of the complete inclusion and consideration of youth perspectives,

it would be ideal to promote the event to established equity-seeking youth

communities across Metro Vancouver.

This booklet provides a detailed youth outreach plan that revolves around the

Continued Growth City Future, but may be adapted to feature each of the 5 City

Futures by substituting scenario-specific details identified throughout the booklet in

bold, blue text. Inviting participants to focus exclusively on one plausible scenario

per event allows for profound discussion and understanding. Therefore, an initial

limitation gives way to a valuable opportunity for marginalised individuals to truly

engage with the event and effectively plan for the plausible scenario within the 90-

minute event. This reason the event plan in this booklet defaults to the Continued

Growth City Future is that, while it may reflect elements of the current climate, it

emphasises various levels of inequalities enough to take participants out of their

comfort zone. This rationale thus identifies Continued Growth as an ideal model to

present to participants in the subsequent testing stage of this event design.

Through this scenario planning event, participants collaborate in Departments to

present policy briefs towards an inclusive, accessible, and equitable society. The

details of the design are meaningful to its output: Department sizes will be

indicative of participant concerns within the current climate, and the policies should

serve as actionable starting points for the consideration of the City of Vancouver and

the Vancouver Plan.
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EVENT RATIONALE

To Elicit Feedback from Youth
 on Inequality in Public Space



The Narrative News (15 minutes) reflection on the community

response to the COVID-19 pandemic is an engaging, strategic

method to introduce the participants to the purpose, process,

and value of scenario planning. The 2050 News Report

outlines the roles of individual driving factors towards the

plausible scenario of Continued Growth.

The Department Discussion (20 minutes) is guided by

prompts designed to encourage participants to identify

inequalities that would precede the future narrative, as well as

those that may be caused by it. Participants rank these

inequalities based on the extent that they will impact them.

The Board Meeting (20 minutes) activity elicits policies to

prevent and counter the inequalities identified in the

Department Discussion. Participants visualise the application

of these policies on the scenario map.

The Policymaker Podium (20 minutes) repurposes elements

of the City of Vancouver structure to promote civic literacy

and engagement. Participants queue at the podium to pitch

remedial and preventive policies to counter inequality.

The final News Hour (15 Minutes) will congratulate the youth

of 2021 for their engagement and contribution towards an

equitable future. It will also present more opportunities for

participants to engage with the Vancouver Plan. 

EVENT OUTLINE
This accessible youth outreach event complements the City Futures accommodated by the Vancouver Plan. The

design appeals to a 16-25-year-old demographic and currently accommodates 24 participants at a 90-minute

event. The City Future focus is adaptable to all 5 plausible scenarios, although this particular event plan focuses

on the Continued Growth scenario. Please see Appendix I for ideas on adaptions and scalability.
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FACILITATOR ROLES

The facilitators of this outreach event should
promote a welcoming environment that
encourages participants to engage with activities.
To ensure that the event runs smoothly, it  would
be beneficial to assign facilitators to the roles
outlined on the right.  Depending on access and
diversity accommodations, enlist more assistants.

"We can

benefit

from more

support."

Narrative News
NEWS ANCHOR

MODERATOR
Introduce Activities

ACCESSIBILITY
AMBASSADOR
Access and Diversity

VENUE DESIGN

GROUPING
At the sign-in table, participants are directed to join the Department  whose guiding statement
best corresponds to their experiences. This intersectional lens approach lends itself to balanced
Department sizes, ideally two Departments  of 12 participants.  Through the Departments ,  
 participants are introduced to  pertinent ,  active structures within the City of Vancouver.

The venue is designed to promote discussion
and facilitate accessibility. Audio and visual

aids can be provided through designated
Accessibility Ambassadors, and also through

interactive flat-panel display boards stationed
at each department roundtable that is designed

to encourage participation and discussion.
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"We can

benefit

from more

facilities."

Planning, Urban Design

& Sustainability

Engineering Services

Civic Engagement &
Communications

Arts, Culture, & 

Community Services

Guiding Statement 1

Guiding Statement 2



ACTIVITY

STRUCTURE
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Introduce the Continued

Growth  scenario and its

contr ibuting dr iving factors

Continued Growth :  news

report

Purpose

Materials

Welcome and Land acknowledgment

(3 minutes)

Housekeeping and safety rules (2

minutes)

Reflection on COVID-19 (5 minutes)

Continued Growth :  news report  (5

minutes)

Process

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

A reflection on the community response to COVID-19 introduces the concept of
scenario planning. The News Report presents the implications of the Continued
Growth scenario on Vancouver’s public spaces.

Narrative News (15 Minutes)

Department Discussion (20 minutes)
 

Participants reflect on their lived experiences in relation to their department’s
driving forces to identify inequalities the scenario may produce in public spaces.

the Keyword Map guides

participants  towards identifying

inequal it ies in  the Continued

Growth  scenario

Keyword Map

Purpose

Materials

Each Department accesses their  

 Keyword Map 

Explore the Continued Growth City

Future (5 minutes)

Identify  Inequal it ies (10 minutes)

Vote (2 minutes)

Themes (3 minutes)

Process 
1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.



ACTIVITY

STRUCTURE
(Continued)
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Each department uses their

Scenario Map  to  prepare

pol icy recommendations in

response to the inequal it ies

identif ied in  the Department

Discussion

Keyword map

Scenario Map 

Purpose

Materials

Each Department accesses

their  Scenario Map  

Inequal it ies (3 minutes)

Driving Forces (5 minutes)

Pol ic ies and Scenario Map 

Process

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

     (12 minutes)

Departments use the scenario map to generate policy solutions to the
inequalities identified in the Department Discussion.

Board Meeting (20 minutes) 
 

Policymaker Podium (20 minutes)
 

This final activity promotes civic literacy and engagement by empowering
participants to put forward their policies against inequality.

Part icipants pitch the pol ic ies

they have created over the

course of  the event in

response to inequal it ies they

identify  in  the Continued

Growth  scenario.

Podium

Projection of

scenario/keyword maps

Purpose

Materials

Projection of  keyword  and

scenario maps

Participants queue at  the podium

to pitch pol ic ies they created to

counter inequal ity  (~2 minutes per

speaker)

Part icipants may return to their

seat or  to the back of  the queue to

speak again

Process 

1 .

2 .

3.



ACTIVITY

STRUCTURE
(Continued)
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The Moderator  congratulates

the youth of  2021 for  their

engagement with the

Vancouver Plan and

contr ibution towards an

equitable future

Presentation with al l  p lausible

City Futures

Purpose

Materials

 

Moderator  emphasises the value of

scenario planning (5 minutes)

Summary of  the Vancouver Plan

and init iat ives relevant to the

part ic ipants'  pol ic ies (5 minutes)

Part ic ipants are directed to other

ways of  contr ibuting to the

Vancouver Plan (5 minutes)

Process

1 .

2 .

3.

Emphasise the value of youth engagement towards eliminating inequality
across all plausible scenarios outlined in the Vancouver Plan City Futures.

News Hour (15 minutes)
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IX
 I Event Continuation: Pilot project  

The city invites individuals who participated in the original

youth engagement event to return for a pilot project testing

their ideas. In the pilot project, the city takes policy

recommendations made during the youth engagement

event, and implements them within one of the city's public

spaces. The participants who created these policies attend

to explain the rationale behind their policies to the general

public, and to make observations and gather responses

about the real-world effectiveness of their policies.

APPENDIX I: SCALABILTY

Adaptablity: Different Futures & Disciplines  
This event can be adapted to any of the five future

scenarios. To do this, organizers can change the content of

the narrative news report to reflect the future of their

choice. Organizers shuold also change the scenario map to

reflect predicted outcomes. Once these two materials are

changed, the rest of the structure will complement the

selected scenario.

The event can also be adapted to incorporate different

disciplinary lenses. To do this, organizers can change the

grouping categories to represent different departments

within the city of Vancouver. In doing this, organizers can

adapt the event to focus on the driving forces that suit the

interests of involved participants.
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Scaling: Integration with the City 
The event can be scaled to different levels of integration

with the city of Vancouver. Elected officials, such as the

Mayor or City Councillors, could be invited to the event to

participate in small group discussions and listen to the

policymaker podium. Managers and staff within city

departments that correspond those being focused on in the

event could also attend to engage in discussion with

participants and gather feedback.

The event itself could also be hosted at City Hall to fully

immerse participants within the civic policymaking

process. An event at city hall could incorporate city staff

and act as a direct, deliberative feedback event. 



APPENDIX II: NARRATIVE NEWS

OUTLINE

Welcome and Land acknowledgment  

Our community overcame many challenges to be

able to meet in person today

Housekeeping and safety rules

Introduce facilitators

Reflection on COVID-19

Global outbreak despite advanced technology,

healthcare, and communication

There should always be a plan to deal with a strain

on healthcare, jobs, support services

The shift to online learning and working from

home was a transformation in the accessibility

accommodations available

This beneficial transformation helped to flatten

the curve

It accommodated accessibility and mobility

requirements

Introduction to City of Vancouver

The Vancouver Plan invites public engagement in

planning for 5 future scenarios

It is important to plan for all City Future scenarios,

including Continued Growth

Reflection on News Report Video

The news report presents the driving factors

towards a future of Continued Growth, and

inequalities that would affect future opportunities

Let’s move forward together and enable future

generations to thrive in an equitable, accessible

environment

In the department discussion, we invite you to

identify the inequalities that you predict based on

the news report

In the board meeting, your department will make

policies to prevent or counter these inequalities

You will pitch your policies at the podium

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A
P
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E
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D

IX
 II
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The continued growth scenario

A highly unequal society based on technology and

consumption

Vancouver has combined with surrounding suburbs to

form a mega-city

Automation has increased unemployment, and

homelessness remains a problem

Driving forces behind continued growth

Transportation: Public transport struggles to maintain

service, as autonomous vehicles are the main choice of

transport for anyone who can afford it.

Technology: Automation has permeated the labour

force, while 5G and 6G technologies ensure that the

population is always connected. 

Society: Society is extremely unequal, but along

economic rather than racial lines. Society’s wealthiest

are those who are skilled with technology.

Arts and Culture: Digital art and interactive experiences

have taken over profitable art markets. Traditional art,

including fine art and literature, are no longer

prevalent.

The state of public space

Public spaces have been neglected, as people prefer

indoor, interactive experiences

Parks that remain are not well maintained, and contain

few deliberately constructed features such as paved

paths, playgrounds or pools.

Public spaces are often occupied by homeless

individuals, as social services have failed to provide

them with spaces to live.

Public spaces are not often accessible by public transit,

as transit has been reduced to only service the city’s

main arteries.

Public spaces do not provide space for live

entertainment or art displays as they had before.

A prerecorded News Report from "2050" outlining the climate

due to the continued growth scenario and its driving forces,

and the effect on inequality in public space:

1.

2.

3.

APPENDIX III: CONTINUED

GROWTH NEWS REPORT SCRIPT

A
P

P
E

N
D

IX
 III
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APPENDIX IV: KEYWORD AND

SCENARIO MAPS

A
P

P
E

N
D

IX
 IV
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The Keyword and Scenario Maps below were designed on Mural.co.
The information and instructions are illustrative yet actionable: they
can be shared with participants on paper or on an interactive device,
such as an interactive flat-panel display. The instructions and timings
correspond to the activity structure descriptions available to the
facilitators. This allows participants to anticipate and understand the
activity structure, which permits a certain flow to the event.



APPENDIX V: TECHNOLOGY

A
P

P
E

N
D

IX
 V
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Following the creative process established by the event design,
it is vital for participants to be stimulated and immersed in
scenario planning by producing an artefact to visualise their
policies. The artefacts are later used within the event during
the Policymaker Podium, where it mirrors the function of
supporting documents and data that speakers at City Hall must
provide alongside their policies. Beyond the event, the
artefacts may be revisited by the City of Vancouver throughout
the course of the Vancouver Plan strategy so as to incorporate
youth perspectives in planning for each plausible City Future
scenario.

This appendix suggests the integration of technology as a
useful tool to facilitate the scenario workshop established in
this booklet. The benefits of technology include giving
equitable access to participants of all abilities. For instance, it
offers each participant the autonomy to dictate, touch-type,
adjust the colour contrast or font size, and more. This
embraces each participant’s unfiltered message, as it comes
directly from them. An important consideration, however, is
the time and financial cost inherent to the use of technology.
The outline below shows the two methods to carry out this
event design, in order of each activity. The columns highlight
the technological and manual methods to carry out each
activity, organised on the left and right respectively. The
benefits and drawbacks are signalled using a positive (+sign) or
negative (-), respectively. 

Narrative News
Video News Report                Moderator Presentation
+immersive                            +interactive
+demonstrative                      +detailed
-costly                                    -timeworn

Department Discussion & Board Meeting
Interactive device(s)             Board and markers
+set modes of input              +open-ended input
+saves to cloud                      -bulky storage
-must walkthrough               +intuitive

Policymaker Podium
Projection of digimaps         Projection of paper maps
+can zoom in and out           +possible with a document scanner

News Hour
The event close will simply require a projection of the ‘thank
you’ slides


